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Building A Team of
Excellence in a
Small Church

If you are a worship leader trying to keep up with

today’s modern worship sound, you have probably
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realized that it’s pretty difficult to recreate the epic

orchestral, mesmerizing folk or powerful ‘wall-of-

sound’ qualities that predominate the worship genre.

You encounter challenges such as: lack of musicians

in your church, an underpowered sound system,

budget constraints, limited rehearsal time or team

member inconsistency. All of which are valid and

difficult obstacles to overcome when trying to build a

worship team that sounds great, carries spiritual

authority and operates with unity. It seems like

excellence of sound and spirit is reserved for the

megachurches with thousands of members and even

larger budgets. However, this is simply not the case.

No matter what size of church you’re in, you can have

an excellent worship team. Here are a few things to

remember as you and your team grow in excellence:

1. Excellence starts from
the top down
Probably the most difficult thing for any musician is

gaining a realistic perspective of his or her ability.

You’re either your own worst critic or your biggest

fan. But I encourage you to evaluate yourself

objectively. Discover your actual strengths and

honest weaknesses, because one of the keys

to building a team of excellent members is to be sure

that you lead by example. Are you excellent?
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Excellence. Excellence. It is not perfection, or being the

absolute best at something. In fact, excellence should

never be based on a comparison to anyone else.

Don’t worry about who is better and who is worse.

Excellence is about confidence, maximizing what you

DO have and being willing to learn.

Confidence. Confidence. If you’re a little unsure about your song

list for the week, THAT’S OKAY! Don’t apologize to

yourself or your team for choosing the songs you

choose. Make decisions with confidence. Even if your

set list seems a little flat to you, your team will trust

you and give you their best effort if you feel

comfortable and confident making decisions. If you

are constantly insecure or hesitant about your

decisions, your team will sense that and will

subsequently reflect your insecurities with poor

playing, confusion and doubt.

Maximization. Maximization. If you’re not an amazing singer right

now, with the ability to do mind-blowing vocal runs

and hit crazy high notes, THAT’S OKAY! Know your

limitations. Choose songs that fit your range. Keep

your melodies simple. Don’t push for notes you can’t

hit. If you can maximize the skills that you do have,

and stay within the boundaries of what you are

capable of, you will be able to perform with

excellence.

Learning. Learning. If you’re not a strong musician just yet,
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THAT’S OKAY! Are you willing to learn? Are you

getting into lessons and practicing your craft? Your

team does not expect you to be perfect, but they do

expect you to grow. A desire to become excellent at

your craft and an effort to achieve excellence will

attract excellent team members who can help you

improve and pursue growth for themselves.

2. Build with the right
people, not just the right
musicians
Imagine you have access to the best drummer in the

world. He played on Michael Jackson’s greatest

record (“Bad”), he toured with U2 while Larry Mullen

Jr. was sick, and he taught Hillsong everything they

know about drumming. Say this drummer actually

exists; say he’s willing to play for you.

However, he can’t make it to rehearsal. Also, he will

be out of town a couple of Sundays every month. And

he’s not totally sold on the whole “God” thing. He

likes church, but is still not sure if it’s for him. His

drumming style is more jazzy and hip hop than what

your team is actually aiming to sound like. But he has

incredible skills! This guy doesn’t exactly sound like

the greatest fit, does he? Do you think that it would

truly be worth playing with him simply because of



how awesome he is at the drums?

Even though the person in this example doesn’t

actually exist, we paint this elaborate picture to get

across a much simpler point – look for the right

people first. Obviously, they need to have some

musical inclination to be a contributing member of

the “worship band.” But more so, find someone who

is aligned with your vision as a ministry. Someone

who is looking to serve God before serving

themselves. Someone who is trustworthy and

reliable; someone who will grow with you.

In the long run, you will have a band with far superior

chemistry, flow, and spiritual authority if you choose

this approach, rather than the band full of musical all-

stars who play different styles, are not serving the

Lord, and have no loyalty to the ministry or team. If

this means you have a team that sounds a little rocky,

remember what I said about excellence: when your

people have confidence, play within their ability, and

are teachable, they are winners!

3. Set goals and take risks
At the core of every individual, there is the desire to

be great. Unfortunately, few people have developed

a vision for how to achieve greatness or have

received the support to go after it. As Proverbs 29:18

says:



So as a leader who is building a team within a small

church, you may not have all the resources to chase

after every dream, however you can have a goal in

sight that you can share with your band. Set some

goals and work towards them together. Here are a

few examples of some goals you and your team

could choose:

Goal #1: Write original songs.Goal #1: Write original songs.

A great starting place is to write and play original

songs. Give your team members the excitement of

playing their song for the church. Co-write as a team.

Build cool arrangements and take risks. Show the

team that you’re willing to take chances to achieve

some really awesome goals.

Goal #2: Record an album.Goal #2: Record an album.

Don’t promise anything you can’t deliver (like a

specific budget or timeline), but if it’s in your heart to

record an original worship album as a group, let them

know that! Let them be part of your dreaming. Set

some achievable markers that can help you realize

that dream.

“Where there is no vision, the

people perish” Prv 29:18a
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Goal #3: Travel opportunities and itinerantGoal #3: Travel opportunities and itinerant

ministry.ministry.

Start small. Play youth retreats and local worship

nights. Play for free. Wherever you start will build

excitement for the future. It will give your team a

vision. It will give them motivation to become better,

because they will see their dreams are not as far off

as they may have thought.

You and your team may never aspire to any of these

things and thats ok, we simply want to stress the

importance of vision and goals. Always remember,

every goal and aspiration of your team should

support first and foremost the strength and building

of the local church. We want to see local churches

healthy and thriving and see goals and dreams

realized out of that.

4. Play to a click
A very simple and practical way to get your worship

team to a higher level of excellence is to start playing

with a metronome. This one simple step will

immediately make your band tighter, more uniform,

and help to simplify their parts.

All you have to do is download a free iPhone app

called Metronome – it’s literally that easy. If you can’t

afford to switch your whole stage to in-ear monitors,



you can at least get your drummer on a click using a

Rolls Headphone Amplifier. They cost about $75 at

Guitar Center and work well with wedge monitor

systems.

5. Use a quality sound
engineer
There’s an old trick in the live music industry when

the headliner isn’t much better than the opening acts:

replace the sound man (or woman).

A great audio engineer can make a mediocre band

sound really good, just as a a bad audio engineer can

make an awesome band sound awful. It’s all in the

mix. Use the same approach to finding a sound

engineer (man or woman) that you would use to find

a leader, guitarist, drummer, etc. Don’t brush this role

off as unimportant. As much as Grandma Jane may

want to sit behind the soundboard and serve the

ministry, this position requires as much foresight,

training, and skill as any other position on the worship

team – if not more!

Again, you can give someone an opportunity to grow,

but don’t settle for someone unknowledgeable who

has no desire to become excellent. This role is

crucial to creating the kind of sound you are aiming

for.
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6. Have fun
The foundation upon which you must build your

worship team is community and camaraderie. Spend

time encouraging each other, praying for one

another, and laughing together. This principle applies

to any form of leadership, but be sure your team

knows how much you genuinely care about them.

Otherwise, they won’t care how awesome you or

your team’s potential is. Be connected. Be loving. Be

family. Be a team.

We hope these points help you achieve the impact

you would like to have with your worship team.

Rehearse a lot. Pray a lot. Take risks. PursueRehearse a lot. Pray a lot. Take risks. Pursue

excellence. You can do it.excellence. You can do it. God will always bring

the right people across your path. Be open to

building new relationships and discovering the hearts

of the people around you. This is going to be fun!

The most important

ingredient to building a

successful worship team is

actually BEING a team.
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Craig Hedrick •  7 months ago

Remember to worship, not perform.
  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

James Cunning •  6 months ago

Building a church community is so helpful and effective. In a
church community the members can help each other with
personal sharing and also group sharing. I want to cut a
discussion with the members of Woodlawn Church about
this

 △ ▽  

Jonathan Harris •  6 months ago

I Love how you stated that excellence starts from the top
down. If a leader doesnt encourage a culture of excellence
then what you end up with is one of mediocrity. That makes
it hard to find skilled musicians. Mediocre teams tend to
scare away quality musicians and singers. I am definitely not
Neil Peart, but I am good at what I do and have found that I
do not wish to be part of a worship team that doesnt
encourage a culture of excellence. It is because it would be
hard to grow musically and spiritually in such an
environment and not growing in the gifts God has given you
adds up to being a poor steward of that gift. I recently
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• Reply •

adds up to being a poor steward of that gift. I recently
stepped down for such reasons. We practiced saturday,
didnt know what the songs were till thursday or friday, and
at practice we either changed the arrangement of songs to
accomodate poor singers plus one good singer with zero
confidence, or changing songs altogether. We also
simplified challenging songs which is, in my opinion, nothing
more than watered down worship.Then came sunday and
instead of doing a run through, we are going over all the
changes and come service time, we looked disorganized
and poorly prepared. The worship leader, and I like the guy
a lot, had this attitude like "It's ok if you make mistakes,
God knows you are doing your best. It has the team in a
sort of stagnant state right now that left me unwilling to
continue with them and I ultimately stepped down.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jhonathan Bonilla 
•  5 months ago

see more

> Jonathan Harris

I´ve been there too, but I´ve learned that we serve the
church and the worship team will be as strong as it´s
weakest member. Let break down your comment: 
1. I personally preferred a worshipper man/woman
than a skilled musician, why? We are not there to
show up. 
2. You can start the culture of excellence by breaking
down the arrangements of the songs and making
them simple for your team without compromising the
"excellence" of the song or arrangement. 
3. It is a mistake to receive a song one or two days
before the rehearsal, but keeping in mind that you
want to pleased God should help you to be humble.
Talk with the leader about it and do your best without
complains. 
4. I do lead worship and I´ve been dropping down
the keys if it is too high for me or for the
congregation. Challenging songs are good if the

 △ ▽  

Isaac Rodriguez •  7 months ago

Really good idea on recording an live album! It's one of
those things that inspire your team. Any tips for small
churches on how to record a live album? or maybe studio...
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